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Abstract  

This article specifically discusses the sculptured year-number-numeral on the 

inscriptions of Java in the ‘sengkala’ form. Sengkala is a javanese 

chronogram. The objective of this research is to expose the use of the early 

three sengkala lamba to describe the year-number-numeral which is based on 

a base ten and the place value in East, Central and West Java. Therefore, the 

year-number which is stated is not in the number and the numeric enunciation 

so that the year number term is likely more appropriate to be substituted for 

‘the year-number-numeral’. This research uses the method of literature which 

is in the shape of some inscriptions from Java. As a result of this research has 

been discovered the year-number-numeral accurately uses angkanam vamato 
gatih principle with base ten and the place value system which uses ten 

numeric characteristics, including the zero characteristic. The oldest sengkala 
lamba that has been discovered is from Central Java, describing 654 Saka (732 

C.E.) so that the use of sengkala has attained 1300 years until today. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The use of a base ten, the place value and the enunciation of digits 1,2,…, 9, 0 in 

Indonesia (especially in Java), its evidences has been discovered since the 8th century 

C.E., precisely in the year 732 C.E. The evidence of the use of a base ten, the place 

value and the digits of 1, 2,…,9, 0 in Java is a sengkala which has been sculptured in 

the Canggal inscription from Central Java. The inscription uses scripts and languages 

from India; those are Early Pallava script and Sanskrit language [10]. 

The next explanation will explain varies of evidences of the high level knowledge 

application from India been used by the people in the Indonesian Archipelago. The 

given evidences are in the sengkala shape that has sculptured on inscriptions that are 

made from rock (upala prasasti), metal (tamra prasasti) and terakota/glazed 

porcelain. 

 

RESEARCH METHOD  

The goal of the writing of this article is to explain that a base ten with ten digits and 

the place value are used in the year number in Java, Indonesia. This article writing 

process uses literature investigation method in the inscription forms that have 

sculptured the sengkala. This research only focuses on the year-number-numeral that 

asserting year by using sengkala (called chronogram in Europe). 
This article is expected to fulfil the lacuna of the contributions from people in 

Indonesian Archipelago in general in mathematics, especially the use of a base ten 

and the place value and its evidences that are discovered abundantly in the sengkala 

shape that have sculptured the year-number-numeral. 

 

DISCUSSION 

A Glance about Sengkala 

Sengkala is structure of sentences or series of words that signalize the certain year 

with the reading of the year-number-numeral that is commenced from the back side 

(right) corresponding to the angkanam vamato gatih principle [13]. Sengkala is the 

year calculation that is not written by using number, yet it uses sentences. Apparently, 

these two reasons seem enough to assert that sengkala is the year number code [2]. 

These other reasons are given by [3]. 

In culture varieties in the Archipelago, sengkala is used as a sign of events that have 

happened or will happen. Although not all of them, some sengkala are made by 

enclosing the meaning and the certain philosophy, thus sengkala is a series of a word 

that is full of meaning. Sengkala called chronogram in Europe and bhutasamkhaya in 

Cambodia and Champ [6]. 

Sengkala consists of two or more words so that it is in a sentence form [1, 3]. The 

structure of sentences on sengkala is based more on the structure of the year numeral 

on a base ten (year, decade, century, millennium), compared to the grammatical 
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sentence structures (subject, verb, object, and complement). The use of the year, 

decade, century, millennium presents the use of the place value, they are year = units, 

decades = tens, century = hundreds and millennium = thousands [3]. Thus, sengkala 

can use the grammatical sentences in the uncompleted sentences form and even in the 

ungrammatical sentences. 

Sengkala certain stated only a year number and not others because sengkala will be 

followed by elements of the calendar. Evidence for this can be found on the 

inscription of the Paku Buwana X by date 1938 C.E. This inscription is written in 

New Javanese language and script. The part of this inscription that include elements 

of the calendar is “Amarengi ing dinten Senèn Wagé tanggal sapisan wulan Saban 
tahun Jimawal angka 1869 wuku Prangbakat Dewi Sri, Tulus, Tungle, Wasesa 
Sagara, Sanggar Waringin, wanci jam 12 siyang. Sinengkalan: "Gapura (9) Rinengga 
(6) Samadyaning (8) Praja (1)" Utawi kaping 26 September 1938, sinengkalan: 
"Esthi (8) Uninga (3) Gapuraning (9) Ratu (1)”.(“On Monday Wage, 1 Saban 1869 

Wuku Prangbakat, Dewi Sri, Tulus, Tungle, Wasesa Sagara, Sanggar Waringin, at 12 

in the afternoon. With chronogram "Gapura (9) Rinengga (6) Samadyaning (8) Praja 
(1)" or on the date of 26 September 1938, with chronogram “Esthi (8) Uninga (3) 

Gapuraning (9) Ratu (1)”) 

 

The Form of Sengkala 

In general, sengkala can be divided into two forms; those are sengkala in the sentence 

form (it is written in any language and script) and non-sentences sengkala. The 

sengkala “Eka Kha Paksa” is a sengkala in the sentences form and it is called 

sengkala lamba. Another example is Kawihaji Pancya Pasagi. Another term that can 

be used to utter that sengkala lamba is oblique sengkala, yet with few differences. 

Then, the sengkala that its non-sentence is called sengkala memet or sengkala pepet. 
The sengkala memet in the third dimension shape such as ornament or relief on the 

temple, wayang kulit, keris, statue or gateway and so on. To obtain the year numeral, 

the sengkala memet should be changed into the sengkala lamba. 

 

The Sengkala’s Classification Based on Calendar 

Surya sengkala makes reference to sengkala with its numbers refers to the Saka 
calendar (S) and Masehi (M = Masehi or AD = Anno Domini or CE = Current Era). 

The two calculations of the calendar is based on the sun revolution. Candrasengkala 

term refers to the sengkala with its year number makes references to the Javanese 

calendar (AJ = Anno Javanica) and Hijriah/Hegira (H). The calculation of those 

calendar sare based on the moon revolution. The sengkala creator will present the 

calendar that is used. Or else, the calendar that is used can be detected based on script, 

language, time or other information along the sengkala. 

In this article, the sengkala use the Saka calendar. The conversion of the Saka 
calendar into C.E. only adding 78 (1555 S = 1633 C.E.). The conversion of the 
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Javanese calendar into C.E. only adding 78 in the year 1633 C.E. (1555AJ = 1633 

C.E.) and each 33-year C.E., its adding number decreases 1 (1947 AJ = 2014C.E). 

The conversion of the Hegira calendar into C.E. by increasing 590 in the year 1633 

C.E. (1043 H = 1633 C.E.) and each 33-year C.E., its adding number decreases 1 

(1435 H = 2014 C.E.). Those conversions above are the simple conversions. 

The combination of form of sengkala with the calendar that is used can present the 

terms of suryasengkala lamba, suryasengkala memet, candrasengkala lamba, and 

candrasengkala memet. 
 

The Sengkala’s Classification Based on Script and Language 

Sengkala also can be classified based on script and language that are used to write the 

sengkala. In this article, the writer makes the classification of sengkala based on the 

use of script that refers to on the classification of the use of script in Indonesia which 

has been arranged by J.G. de Casparis [10] that is included with the adding from 

writer. 

The scripts that have been discovered will be used to create sengkala are the script of 

Early Pallava, Later Pallava, Early Kawi, Later Kawi, Pranagari, Nagari, Kadiri-

Quadrate, Majapahit, Proto-Sumatera, Old Sundanese, Old Balinese, Buda/Gunung, 

New Javanese, Tamil, Arabic and Latin. Based on the languages that are used, 

sengkala can be classified into some sengkala that use Sanskrit language, Old Malay 

language, Kawi or Old Javanese                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

language, Old Sundanese language, Old Balinese language, and New Javanese 

language. 

Furthermore, Prabowo [1, 3] and Prabowo and Sidi [4, 5] has produces the 

classification of sengkala based on the structure of the numbers of the years which is 

presented by each sengkala. 

 

The Numeric Characteristic 

Each sengkala lamba can present the year number. It is because the words those 

arrange it, they have the numeric characteristic. The numeric characteristic (Java: 

watak wilangan, Indonesian: watak bilangan) is the numeric enunciation, the numeric 

index or valance that is given to a word. The rule to determine the numeric 

characteristics of a word is called astha guru (astha = eight and guru = 

instruction/rule). Related to astha guru can be observed on [12]. 

The words that are used in sengkala represents the numeric characteristic; it is not 

number, despite, later on the numeric characteristic is described as number. For 

example, pancya presents numeral five and numeral five can be presented with 

number 5. Indria presents numeral five, whereas, rasa describes numeral six. Based 

on what has been discussed above, it is stated that the words are in sengkala after 

wards will be described as numbers, so that it can be gained series of numbers with 

the enunciation is commenced from right side (angkanam vamato gatih principle) that 
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produces the numbers of the years. The existence of the numeral characteristic 

changes sengkala into the numeral of the year number that is presenting the certain 

year. 

 

The Early Three Sengkala Lamba from Java 

The early two inscriptions from Indonesian that sculpt sengkala lamba are Canggal 
and Dinoyo inscription. Canggal inscription (Gunung Wukir or Sanjaya inscription) 

which is discovered in Magelang is the first inscription that records the use of 

sengkala in Java and Indonesia. Suryasengkala lamba on Canggal inscription with its 

slogan Cruti (4) Indria (5) Rasa (6). It states in the year 654 S (732 C.E., exactly 

October, 6th 732) and it is written into the Early Pallava script and Sanskrit language. 

The researchers for this inscription are J. H. C. Kern, Himansu Bhusan Sarkar and 

Chhabra [6]. 

Dinoyo inscription from Malang, East Java uses the script of the Archaic Phase of the 

Early Kawi and the Sanskrit language. The dating that uses sengkala lamba whcih 

states Nayana (2) Wasu (8) Rasa (6) presented in the year 682 S = 760 C.E. The 

researchers for this inscription are F. D. K. Bosch, D. C. Sircar and Arlo Griffiths [6]. 

In Bogor, West Java has discovered the Pasir Muara or Muara Cianten inscription. 

The importance of this inscription (in specific in this article) is in the content of 

sengkala lamba inside, it is mentioned that Kawihaji (8) Panyca (5) Pasagi (4), it 

states that in the year 458 on the Saka calendar [13]. The conversion of 458 Saka on 

the Masehi (C.E./A.D.) calendar around 458 + 78 = 536 C.E. The researchers for this 

inscription are F. D. K. Bosch and Arlo Griffiths [6]. This inscription included 

sengkala used Old Malay language. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The part of Pasir Muara, Canggal, and Dinoyo inscription which sculpts  

Kawihaji Panyca Pasagi, Cruti Indria Rasa and Nayana Wasu Rasa [7, 9, 8]. 

 

Sengkala lamba Kawihaji Panyca Pasagi uses the Saka calendar so that it is called 

suryasengkala lamba. The number 458 that is presented in the suryasengkala lamba is 

read four hundred and fifty eight. This case is caused by the sengkala which is 

arranged based on a base ten and the use of the place value system. The fact which 

presents that a base ten and the place value system have been used that it is revealed 

on the sengkala from 6th century is a big achievement at that time. Historians such as 

Hasan Djafar [11] argue the reading of this sengkala is year number of 854 S 

(932C.E.) to fit the actual historical facts. 
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Three sengkalas that are sculpted on the inscriptions of Pasir Muara, Canggal and 

Dinoyo be speaks that Sundanese people (in West Java) and Javanese people (in East 

and Central Java) have used a base ten (decimal) and the place value system. 

 

CONCLUSION  

From three sengkalas that has been shown, most of them seem correspond to the place 

value system on a base ten by using ten digits 0, 1,2, …,9. The three of sengkala or 

chronogram (Cruti Indria Rasa, Nayana Wasu Rasa and Kawihaji Panyca Pasagi) 
was written based on angkanam vamato gatih principle. However, Hasan Djafar 

stated that the year on chronogram Kawihaji Panyca Pasagi must be read by opposing 

the principle. 
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